Regulation of the Drosophila dopa decarboxylase gene in neuronal and glial cells.
A cis-regulatory element selectively required for the Drosophila melanogaster dopa decarboxylase gene (Ddc) in the central nervous system has been identified previously (Scholnick et al. 1986). Here, we show that at least one additional regulatory element is required for normal neuronal expression of Ddc. We find that Ddc is normally expressed in about 125 discrete neurons and in a diffused network comprising a subset of glial cells. The expression of in vitro-altered Ddc genes was studied by immunohistochemistry following germ line reintegration with P-element vectors. Normal neuron-specific Ddc gene expression requires both the initially identified element (element I) which is 60 bp upstream from the RNA start site, and an additional regulatory element located 800-2200 bp upstream. This latter element is required for neuronal expression but is not necessary for glial expression of Ddc. We provide a model to explain how interactions between multiple regulatory elements may serve to specify cell-specific gene expression.